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opment, and cancer progression. In confluent epithelial sheets, the dynamics have been found to be highly heterogeneous, ex-
hibiting spontaneous formation of swirls, long-range correlations, and glass-like dynamic arrest as a function of cell density. In
contrast, the flow-like properties of one-sided cell-sheet expansion in confining geometries are not well understood. Here, we
studied the short- and long-term flow of Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells as they moved through microchannels. Using
single-cell tracking and particle image velocimetry (PIV), we found that a defined averaged stationary cell current emerged that
exhibited a velocity gradient in the direction of migration and a plug-flow-like profile across the advancing sheet. The observed
flow velocity can be decomposed into a constant term of directed cell migration and a diffusion-like contribution that increases
with density gradient. The diffusive component is consistent with the cell-density profile and front propagation speed predicted by
the Fisher-Kolmogorov equation. To connect diffusion-mediated transport to underlying cellular motility, we studied single-cell
trajectories and occurrence of vorticity. We discovered that the directed large-scale cell flow altered fluctuations in cellular mo-
tion at short length scales: vorticity maps showed a reduced frequency of swirl formation in channel flow compared with resting
sheets of equal cell density. Furthermore, under flow, single-cell trajectories showed persistent long-range, random-walk
behavior superimposed on drift, whereas cells in resting tissue did not show significant displacements with respect to neigh-
boring cells. Our work thus suggests that active cell migration manifests itself in an underlying, spatially uniform drift as well
as in randomized bursts of short-range correlated motion that lead to a diffusion-mediated transport.INTRODUCTIONThe phenomenon of collective cell migration is a prominent
element of embryonic development, wound healing, and can-
cer metastasis. Unlike single cells, which migrate in a
random-walk-like fashion in the absence of external cues,
the members of multicellular assemblies are physically con-
nected and can communicate by mechanochemical signaling
and via the extracellular environment (1–3). Even in the
absence of external cues, such as physical forces or chemical
gradients, groups of identical cells exhibit characteristic col-
lective motion, which remains poorly understood. In recent
years, increasing efforts have been made to formulate mech-
anistic principles that can account for the dynamics of cohe-
sive cell sheets (4). There is increasing evidence that cell
migrations in developing tissue, under homeostatic condi-
tions as well as in artificially designed experiments, exhibit
universal behavior. Two-dimensional sheets of epithelial
cells have long been a model system for the study of cell
migration. The so-called wound-healing assay convincingly
demonstrates the fluid-like behavior of epithelial cell sheets.
At least twomechanisms are thought to be responsible for the
directional motion of cells toward the advancing edge of theSubmitted February 27, 2014, and accepted for publication July 9, 2014.
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0006-3495/14/09/1054/11 $2.00cellmonolayer. First, leader cells protrude from the cell front,
drawing rows of mechanically coupled follower cells after
them (5–8). Second, mechanical force transmission has
been proposed to maintain directional flow of cells (9).
Although the existence of leader cells is indisputable, the na-
ture and range of action of themechanismbywhich forces are
transmitted are still under debate. Furthermore, there is no
experimental evidence regardingwhether and how cell layers
farther behind the leading front of a migrating cell sheet
follow a density gradient. In addition, dynamic heterogeneity
and kinetic arrest complicate the picture of collectivemotion:
cellular dynamics in confluent epithelial cell layers exhibit
anomalously large fluctuations of traction forces (10), strong
spatial and temporal correlations in migration velocity
(11,12), and spontaneous formation of swirls not seen in
ordinary fluids (13). A key determinant of cellular dynamics
is the overall cell density. Cellular systems seem to exhibit
glass-like kinetic arrest, with the appearance of mobile
clusters that grow in size, as a function of increasing cell
density (13). Furthermore, the average rate of mitosis within
migrating cell sheets is a function of cell density or cell size.
Complete arrest of mitosis occurs when the average cell area
falls below a critical value (14). From a theoretical perspec-
tive, two-dimensional cell monolayers resemble foam-like
solids with a characteristic junctional network and packing
geometry (15). Several models, such as agent-based modelshttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.07.017
Channel-Guided Cell Migration 1055(12,16) and continuum models (8,17), have been used in at-
tempts to capture the physical aspects of cell assemblies. In
a recent paper, Ranft et al. (18) showed that, owing to the re-
modeling induced by cell division and apoptosis, the homeo-
static state can be effectively described as a viscoelastic fluid.
This model implies diffusive motion, which is a prerequisite
for reaction-diffusion-type models that have previously been
used to describe interface propagation and closure processes
in wound-healing assays (19–24). Apart from cell division,
activemigration of individual cells sparked by intrinsic stim-
uli must also be considered. This biological activity is evi-
denced by force mapping and leads to collective processes
that are coordinated over multicellular groups. In a mechan-
ical analogy to a tug-of-war scenario, neighboring cells join
forces to transmit stress from cell to cell (9). However, little is
known about how local cell migration activity is coordinated.
In this context, a mechanism that forces cells to migrate
along orientations of minimal intercellular shear stress has
been proposed (25). This mechanism, termed plithotaxis, is
believed to provide a guidance cue that allows cells to
migrate toward the open end of a cell sheet.
In an effort to scrutinize and challenge theories on cell
migration, investigators have developed various assays to
quantify cell behavior in microstructured environments
(26–28). Most recently, Vedula et al. (29) studied cell migra-
tion on microstructured strips. They observed that a decrease
in the width of the strips was accompanied by an overall in-
crease in the speed of the migrating cell sheet. Moreover,
large-scale vortices over 10 cell lengths appeared on wide
strips, whereas a contraction-elongation type of collective
motion was observed on narrow strips. We carried this
approach forward to ask what drives cellular flow through
an artificial pipe-likemicrostructure in the absenceof external
chemical cues. Flow of an ordinary viscous fluid through a
pipe requires the presence of a pressure gradient and follows
a parabolic flow profile known as Hagen-Poiseuille’s law. For
non-Newtonian, polymeric, or liquid crystalline fluids, more
complex flow profiles emerge due to nonlinear coupling (30).
As yet, there is no experimental evidence for a defined flow
profile in cellular monolayers, and a kinematic description
of how cells that are hundreds of cell layers away from the
leading edge sense density gradients is also lacking.
Here, we study the flow of MDCK cell sheets through mi-
crofabricated channelsmade of polyethyleneglycol-dimetha-
crylate (PEG-DMA). In the first part of this work, we showby
means of particle image velocimetry (PIV) analysis that at
sufficiently large time scales and length scales, a stationary
flow profile emerges. Cell flux is directed along the cell den-
sity gradient in the channel and can be decomposed into a
constant, spatially uniformdrift and a diffusion-like contribu-
tion. Both the cell-flux balance and the stationary cell-density
profile are consistentwith the superposition of a density-inde-
pendent constant drift velocity (v ¼ 9 5 2 mm/h) and a
reaction-diffusion-type Fisher-Kolmogorov equation, with
an effective collective diffusion constant (Dc ¼ 1150 5120 mm2/h). In the second part, we analyze the occurrence
of short-term coordinated rotational migration by calculating
the vorticity map at any instant. The lifetime of spontaneous
swirls is ~15min, with left-handedness and right-handedness
observed equally frequently. Most interestingly, the strength
of the vorticity field decreases with increasing cell density
and for cell sheets undergoing directional flow compared
with confluent layers at comparable cell density. In contrast,
the two-dimensional mean-squared displacement (MSD) of
single-cell trajectories is higher in migrating cell sheets
than in resting confluent cell layers. Finally, we discuss
how diffusion-like transport at large length scales is related
to active correlated migration at short scales.MATERIALS AND METHODS
We fabricated PEG-DMA microstructures using micromolding into capil-
laries (MIMIC) (26). Briefly, we created microchannels of varying widths
(~100–300 mm) using a preformed polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp
deposited on a petri dish. This stamp was filled with PEG-DMA, which
was then polymerized by UV illumination. Cells were seeded in front of
the PDMS stamp, which was initially left in place to prevent them from
entering the channels. After removal of the PDMS, cells began to migrate
into the opened channels, and the expansion of the tissue was followed
by time-lapse microscopy. PIV analysis and image analysis were used to
evaluate the velocity field and the density distribution, and for single-cell
tracking. (For a detailed description of the procedures used, see the Mate-
rials and Methods section in the Supporting Material.)RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Directed cell migration was achieved by confining expand-
ing cell sheets within microchannels (Fig. 1 A). The
spreading cell sheet invaded the interstitial, channel-like
areas of microstructures composed of PEG-DMA walls
bordering the bare petri dish surface (Movie S1). Sheet
expansion was monitored by both bright-field and fluores-
cence time-lapse microscopy. We used a stably transfected
MDCK cell line expressing mCherry-labeled H2B histones,
which results in clearly defined fluorescence signals local-
ized to cell nuclei (Fig. 1 B; Movie S2). Computer-aided
localization of the labeled nuclei enabled us to follow the
spatiotemporal evolution of the cell density. The bright-field
images were used for PIV analysis and to define the leading
edge (Fig. 1, C and D; see also Movies S3, S4, and S5). As
shown in Fig. 1 D, L(t), the distance of the cell front from
the channel entrance, was measured. For all channel widths
tested, the leading edge was found to advance continuously
over the entire observation time of up to 35 h. The average
velocity of the front was determined to be v¼ 225 5 mm/h,
and the time courses showed that it was approximately con-
stant and essentially independent of the channel width
(Fig. 1 E). The number of cells entering the channel scaled
linearly with the channel width as well, as demonstrated in
Fig. S2. The values obtained are in good agreement with the
results reported by Vedula et al. (29). Note that we used
channel dimensions in the upper range of those employedBiophysical Journal 107(5) 1054–1064
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FIGURE 1 Migration of MDCK cells expressing fluorescence-labeled
nuclear H2B in PEG-DMA microstructures. (A) Once they are within the
microstructures, the cells’ migration is constrained by the channel walls,
as indicated in the schematic drawing (the scale bar corresponds to
100 mm). (B) The progression of stably transfected MDCK cells with fluo-
rescently labeled nuclei along the channels was monitored by time-lapse
microscopy (scale bar: 50 mm). (C) The velocity field was mapped by
PIV analysis using bright-field images. Fluorescence images taken at the
same time point were used to determine the cell density by locating individ-
ual cell nuclei. (D) The tip of the cell front is detected by the summed in-
tensity spectrum along the y direction of the bright-field images. The sharp
drop in intensity corresponds to the moving cell front. (E) Linear front
displacement for channels of varying widths. The invading fronts advance
at a constant velocity that is essentially independent of the channel width. In
the main plot, channel width is indicated on a grayscale from light gray
(100 mm) to black (300 mm). Average velocities over all channels of the
same width are plotted in the inset.
1056 Marel et al.by Vedula et al. (29), who observed only a weak dependence
of the front velocity on strip widths.Flow-field analysis
As shown in Fig. 2 A, the flow field of the invading cell sheet
obtained from the PIV analysis exhibited strong spatial and
temporal fluctuations. Nevertheless, a net flux along theBiophysical Journal 107(5) 1054–1064direction of the trench could be discerned (top-left corner
image of Fig. 2 A), and successive application of spatial
coarse graining and time averaging revealed a smooth direc-
tional flow. The homogeneous flow field exhibited an in-
crease in flow velocity from the rear to the front of the
invading cell sheet (Fig. 3 C). Simultaneously, a flat flow
profile across the width of the channel was observed
(Fig. 3 A). A steep velocity gradient across approximately
two cell columns separated this plug-like flow from the
channel walls (Fig. 3 B). To determine how fluctuations
were averaged out as a function of length scale and time-
scale, we plotted the variance of the vertical flow component
against the coarse-graining length and averaging time,
respectively (Fig. 2 B). Within the limits of accuracy of
the measurement, this flow component was found to fluc-
tuate around a mean value negligibly close to zero. Plots
of the dependence of the variance of vertical flow on tempo-
ral and spatial averaging were fitted to exponential decay
curves, yielding average values of lc ¼ 80 5 10 mm for
the length scale and a characteristic averaging time of
tc ¼ 1.1 5 0.1 h, over which the amplitudes dropped to
1/e of their original values (Fig. 2 B). Note that the
coarse-graining length scale is of the same order as the
80–100 mm correlation length determined for coordinated
cell movement at comparable cell density (13). The charac-
teristic time tc can be interpreted as the corresponding cor-
relation time of the fluctuations in the cellular migration
patterns and to our knowledge has not been reported so
far. Note that this timescale is considerably shorter than
the doubling time, td ¼ 25.2 5 4.2 h, which represents
another characteristic timescale in systems of cells.Cell-flux density and diffusion
The average cell flow was directed toward the tip of the
invading cell sheet and hence toward regions of lower cell
density, i.e., along an established cell-density gradient. We
therefore tested whether the cell flux follows a linear Ons-
ager relation equivalent to Fick’s first law of diffusion,
which states that the flux J is proportional to the slope of
the density gradient:
J ¼ Dcdc
dx
þ J0 (1)
Here, Dc is the collective diffusion coefficient and dc/dx is
the density gradient, whereas J0 describes a possible under-
lying, density-independent (and spatially uniform) drift. The
cell-flux density J was determined by measuring the cell
density c and the flow velocity v according to J ¼ c,v. To
this end, the channel area was dissected into 50-mm-wide
observation windows starting at the position of the front.
Cell density was measured by automated counting of stained
nuclei (Fig. 4 A). The flow velocity was assessed by PIV
analysis and the x components were averaged for each strip
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FIGURE 2 Smoothing of the velocity field by
spatial and temporal averaging. (A) The original
PIV vector field (top left) is averaged over time,
taking vector fields 1 h (middle column) or 6 h
(right column) before and after t ¼ 0 into account,
respectively, for every grid point. Alternatively, the
original vector field is coarse grained, averaging
over 4  4 neighboring vectors (middle row) or
8  8 neighboring vectors (bottom row). Whereas
the original velocity field shows fluctuations, each
averaging process results in smoother, more homo-
geneous fields. The combination of coarse graining
and time averaging clearly reveals the existence of
a plug flow within the limits of local and temporal
fluctuations. (B) Dependence of the variance in the
vy velocity component on coarse-graining length
and averaging time for representative channels.
Fitting of exponential decay curves yields charac-
teristic correlation lengths and times.
Channel-Guided Cell Migration 1057sector. As a representative example, Fig. 4 B shows the cell
density and velocity for two windows, 200 and 350 mm
away from the front, respectively, in one channel. Note
the strong temporal fluctuations in the time courses of
both local cell density and cell-flow velocity. The time-aver-
aged values, however, clearly indicated a decrease in cell
density and an increase in velocity toward the leading
edge, as already seen in the coarse-grained PIV analysis
(Fig. 2 A) and as demonstrated in Figs. S3 and S4. The rates
of cell influx into and efflux from the chosen strip region ap-
peared to be equal within experimental uncertainty. To test
whether cell flux was driven by the cell-density gradient,
the density gradient and corresponding cell flux were deter-
mined for four pairs of observation windows 150 mm apart
(ranging from 100 mm to 400 mm away from the leading
edge). Whether these value pairs follow a linear correlation
is not immediately apparent from an examination of all data
points. A trend becomes clear, however, when the data
points are separated according to their absolute cell density(Fig. 4 C). Although the cell flux does indeed correlate with
density gradients, this effect appears to be density depen-
dent. To confirm such a dependency, we statistically
analyzed the linear correlation between cell-flux and den-
sity-gradient values while excluding points of successively
higher densities. The threshold density ct was increased
step by step and the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient r was calculated each time for all pairs of flux
and density gradient values obtained from absolute densities
above ct. The resulting correlation coefficient had a
sigmoidal dependence on the chosen threshold density
(Fig. 4 D). The Onsager relation (Eq. 1) was then fitted to
all pairs of J and –dc/dx values stemming from densities
above a cutoff density ccut¼ 0.0022 [cells/mm2], determined
as the threshold density for which the sigmoidal fit of the
correlation coefficient reached half of its maximum height.
This determined density corresponds well to the critical den-
sity necessary for the emergence of collective behavior as
reported by Doxzen et al. (12). Whereas the cell flux andBiophysical Journal 107(5) 1054–1064
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FIGURE 3 Velocity profiles parallel and perpendicular to the channel
walls. (A) Coarse-grained profiles of the vx component (parallel to the walls)
taken across the channel (perpendicular to the walls) for three levels at
different distances from the front, averaged over three 300 mm wide chan-
nels. A plug flow is clearly visible across the channel, with the exception of
the outermost cell layers (approximately two cell diameters wide), where a
slight decrease in velocities is visible. Note, however, that the coarse-
grained data do not extend all the way to the channel walls. (B) The profile
immediately adjacent to the channel walls is examined in more detail using
noncoarse-grained PIV fields and reveals a sharp drop in velocities at the
edge over a distance equivalent to approximately two cell diameters. (C)
Velocity profile parallel to the channel walls as a function of distance
from the front, averaged over 14 channels of different widths. The plot
shows that velocity increases linearly with decreasing distance from the
leading edge. The foremost point shows a slight decrease, although this is
likely due to inaccuracies in the PIV analysis at the edge of the cell sheet,
possibly compounded by the fact that the channel is not filled over its
entire width.
1058 Marel et al.density gradient show no significant correlation for all data
points obtained below (and at) ccut (r ¼ 0.10 with p ¼ 0.63),
there is a linear correlation above this value (r ¼ 0.45 with
p ¼ 0.01). The cell flux that correlates with the cell-density
gradient is well described by an effective collective diffu-
sion coefficient Dc ¼ 1500 5 500. A constant offset J0 ¼
(24 5 3)  103 (mm  h)1, which must be interpreted
as a density-independent spatially uniform drift term, re-
mained when we carried out the linear fit in this regime.
For the average cell density of 0.0026 cells/mm2 in the eval-Biophysical Journal 107(5) 1054–1064uated area, this flux corresponds to an underlying directed
migration process with velocity of 9 5 2 mm/h. This indi-
cates that at a macroscopic level, there are two contributions
to channel-guided cell migration: 1), diffusion-mediated
transport that is tied to the presence of a density gradient;
and 2), density-independent constant drift. In contrast to
the case of regular matter, where such a drift typically re-
quires the presence of an external field, in cellular matter
it may be the result of cellular polarization and an ensuing
self-propulsion. Such a state of collective cell polarization
in the direction of the channel may possibly be induced by
the symmetry-breaking channel walls. Note, however, that
both contributions to cell flow (constant drift and gradient-
dependent flux) are of comparable magnitude.Reaction-diffusion model
The above results show that the cell-flux data are well
described by an expression consisting of two components:
diffusion-mediated transport and a density-independent,
spatially uniform drift J0. The density profile c(x,t) does
not depend on the actual flux, however. Instead, mass bal-
ance dictates that only the gradient VJ plays a role, which
means that there is no contribution from the spatially uni-
form drift. Thus, it is possible to investigate the effects
due to this underlying drift and the diffusion-mediated ef-
fects separately, which then enables one to analyze what
contribution to the flow is caused by the interplay of unor-
dered cell motion and cell proliferation. We achieved this
via a generic reaction-diffusion equation containing both
diffusive-like transport and cell proliferation by logistic
growth, the Fisher-Kolmogorov equation (31):
vc
vt
¼ DcV2cþ lc

1 c
K

; (2)
which in our case is given for a reference frame moving with
the previously determined drift velocity of 9 mm/h. Here Dc
denotes the effective diffusion constant, l is the growth rate,
and K is the carrying capacity. The Fisher-Kolmogorov
equation can be analytically solved and leads to traveling-
wave solutions with constant front speed s ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ4Dlp (32).
In the experiment, as shown in Fig. 5 A, the time sequence
of invading experimental cell-density profiles showed an
evolution from an initially steep profile toward an ever shal-
lower stationary profile. Cell-density profiles were obtained
by collecting the number of cells counted in 50-mm-wide
bins along the x direction of the channel. The representative
data set reported in Fig. 5 A derives from a channel of
300 mmwidth observed for 22 h (elapsed time is represented
by the color code from dark blue to deep red). Fig. 5 B
shows the late-stage, stationary density profiles from
different experiments transformed into the moving frame,
i.e., with the coordinate origin at the leading front. Due to
the different length scales of the two regimes, in this scaling
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FIGURE 4 Flux behavior in a migrating MDCK monolayer. (A) The
local flux density was calculated from the local cell density and the aver-
Channel-Guided Cell Migration 1059the quick density drop close to the cell front becomes incon-
spicuous. The averaged profile (black crosses) agrees with
the traveling-wave profile predicted by Eq. 2, with the
exception of the sharp drop at the leading edge. Here, the
asymptotical theoretical solution is incapable of describing
the discrete end of the connected cell sheet. Note that for
the displayed fit, both the collective diffusion coefficient
Dc and the carrying capacity K were free fit parameters.
Only the growth rate l ¼ 0.0283 5 0.0005 h1 was fixed,
as it could be measured independently from the time course
of the exponentially increasing cell number in a confluent
monolayer confined in the same kind of channel (Supporting
Material). The resulting carrying capacity, K ¼ 0.01 5
0.0003 cell/mm2, is in good agreement with values given
in the literature (14,33); however, the cell densities of the
invading cell fronts are clearly smaller and settled only in
the front part of the fitting curve. We assume the traveling
wave in the described system penetrates the cell bulk
outside the channels, since the leading edge had to bridge
a distance of ~2000 mm before reaching the entrance of
the channels (Fig. S1), meaning that the densities in the un-
observed area before the channel would fall higher on the
theoretical curve. The measured collective diffusion coeffi-
cient Dc ¼ 1150 5 120 mm2/h agrees well with the value
obtained from the density flux J in the previous section.
The obtained parameters are not arbitrary. Significant
changes to one of the fit parameters (Dc or K) quickly causes
the shape of the theoretical curve to diverge significantly
from the empirical data points, and also causes the second
fit parameter to be driven to values inconsistent with ex-
pected values for Dc or K. The traveling-wave solution of
the Fisher-Kolmogorov equation also predicts a constant
front speed s ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ4Dlp in the resting frame. Using the values
given above, we obtained sth ¼ 11 mm/h for the front speed
in the moving frame. Only after we added the previously
determined constant drift velocity of v ¼ 9 mm/h for a total
speed of stot ¼ 20 mm/h did we achieve a good agreement
with the experimentally determined value (sexp ¼ 22 5
5 mm/h). This result confirms the existence of the density-
gradient-independent drift term discussed in the previousaged flow velocity. Cell flux was determined for overlapping sets (bins)
of three contiguous windows, spanning a fixed distance of 150 mm and ex-
tending 200, 250, and 300 mm away from the leading edge, respectively. In-
sets show selected windows of 50 mm width, 200 mm and 350 mm away
from the front (scale bar corresponds to 100 mm). (B) Time courses of
cell density (c) and velocity (v) for one representative measurement on a
250-mm-wide channel and one bin combination. Strong temporal fluctua-
tions were observed. (C) Comparison of the scatterplots for average cell
densities lower than 0.002 cells/mm2 and higher than 0.002 cells/mm2.
The cell flux hardly correlates with the density gradient for lower cell den-
sities (r ¼ 0.09). In contrast, by neglecting data points of average cell den-
sities lower than 0.002 cells/mm2, a correlation coefficient of r ¼ 0.46 was
calculated for cell flux and density gradient. The linear fit yields a slope cor-
responding to the collective diffusion coefficient Dc ¼ 16005 500 mm2/h.
(D) Evaluation of the correlation coefficient r between the cell flux and den-
sity gradient reveals a considerably dependence on the average cell density.
Biophysical Journal 107(5) 1054–1064
BA
FIGURE 5 The time evolution of the cell density can be interpreted as a
traveling wave. (A) Development of the cell-density profile over time. As
the cell front migrates into the channel, the density profile reaches a steady
state of an approximately constant shape that propagates in the x direction.
The inset highlights the factors of expansion, namely, cell flux and prolif-
eration. (B) Density distributions at the final time point for measurements
(at which point cells have penetrated at least 750 mm into the channel)
plotted against their distance from the cell front (gray traces) and the aver-
aged curve (black crosses). The analytical solution of the Fisher-Kolmo-
gorov equation is fitted to the averaged distribution of the cell densities
(solid red line). When the growth rate l is set to the value actually observed
(0.028 h1), the fit results in a diffusion constant Dc ¼ 11405 120 mm2/h
on the order of the collective diffusion coefficient determined by Fick’s law,
and a maximum cell density K ¼ 0.011 5 0.0003 cells/mm2. The inset
shows an expanded view.
1060 Marel et al.section. Both this underlying drift and the response to a pre-
sent density gradient appear to contribute to the overall col-
lective motion on the same order of magnitude.Vorticity analysis
Spontaneous vortex formation is a hallmark of collective
cell migration (11). We therefore assessed the incidence of
vortex formation in flowing and resting cell sheets by calcu-
lating the vorticity from the PIV vector fields (an example of
a vector field of a resting MDCK sheet is depicted in Movie
S6). As shown in Fig. 6 C, we used coarse graining with aBiophysical Journal 107(5) 1054–1064lattice size of approximately one cell diameter and calcu-
lated the curl at each site from the perpendicular component
of the relative velocity of the neighboring sites (for details,
see Materials and Methods in the Supporting Material).
Fig. 6 C displays representative vorticity heatmaps for
both resting confluent cells (vertically arranged heatmaps)
and cells invading the microchannels (horizontally arranged
heatmaps). For the time evolution of vorticity heatmaps, see
Movies S7 and S8. The plot is ordered with respect to the
local cell density for better comparison. Note that white
squares in the heatmap indicate grid points where no
vorticity value could be calculated due to the velocity map
lacking a reliable velocity value on at least one surrounding
grid point. As can be seen from the heatmaps of confluent
cell sheets without flow, vorticity increases with decreasing
cell density. This effect is also demonstrated in a quantita-
tive fashion in Fig. S5. The frequency of vortex formation
in invading cell sheets is consistently lower than in resting
confluent cell layers at the same cell density. Most strik-
ingly, the high degree of vortex formation seen at a density
of 3.5  103 cells/mm2 in resting cells was not observed in
areas of equivalent cell density in flowing cell sheets. Never-
theless, vortices were mostly found at the leading edge,
where very low cell densities of ~1  103cells/mm2 were
reached. The density dependence is summarized in Fig. 6
B, where the averaged and squared vorticities are plotted
versus cell density. As shown in Fig. 6 A, these vortices
were strongly fluctuating and short lived. The sense of rota-
tion could be left-handed or right-handed and was found to
be equally distributed within the accuracy of the measure-
ment both in resting confluent layers and under flow. The
heatmaps indicated vortex sizes of up to approximately six
cell diameters, which is in good agreement with the results
obtained by Vedula et al. (29). Characteristic lifetimes of
~155 1 min for vortices were obtained from a time corre-
lation of the vorticity (Fig. S6). Note that such a short life-
time implies a short path length of the collective angular
rotation, which corresponds to effective collective rotations
within the limited angular range of 9 (dark red squares in
the heatmap; see Fig. S7). Again, this measured timescale
is much smaller than the cells’ doubling time.Single-cell motility
We studied the motility of single cells in a growing cell
sheet using single-cell tracking. We asked whether cells
undergo effectively random motions in connected cell
monolayers and, in the case of cellular flow in channels,
whether directional cell migration is superimposed on diffu-
sive motion. Representative trajectories for resting confluent
cells, as well as for cells in flowing cell sheets, are shown in
Fig. 7 A. In the latter case, we subtracted an average drift ve-
locity from individual cell traces. We chose this drift veloc-
ity so that the average displacement from the initial track
point would be zero in the x direction (for details, see
without 
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indicate high rotational activity (Supporting Material). Dark blue squares mark regions of low vorticity U, which is calculated by means of an algorithm
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FIGURE 7 Single-cell tracks for confluent and flow data. (A) Individual
cell nuclei were tracked over time and representative traces are displayed on
the right-hand side. For better comparability, tracks obtained from the flow
data are centered by subtracting one defined velocity vector from every time
step, resulting in a track uniformly expanded in the x direction. In both
cases, single-cell tracks show random motion. (B) MSD analysis reveals
qualitative differences in individual cell behavior under flow compared
with resting sheets. In the case without directed collective migration,
motility appears to be subdiffusive above the scale of one cell area (indi-
cated by the hatched area). In contrast, under flow, one can see that the
behavior of individual cells remains diffusive even on scales much larger
than the cell area (indicated by the upper section of the shaded box) by
comparing the slope in the log-log plot with a slope of one (black line).
A random-walk fit (orange line) describes the MSD values under flow
well, particularly for large timescales. Error bars indicate standard errors.
Due to increasing unreliability at longer timescales, the average MSD
tracks were grayed out once the standard deviation of the individual mea-
surements reached 70% (resting case) and 90% (flowing case) of the calcu-
lated mean values, respectively.
1062 Marel et al.Supporting Material). As there was no directed motion
perpendicular to the channel at long timescales, the tracks
were only centered parallel to the walls. The random cell
motion under flow, corrected for drift, is shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 7 A, which indicates that the drift correction
yielded centered and symmetric random motion comparable
to the random walks seen for cells in resting layers. First,
under flow, there seems to be a slight difference between
the one-dimensional MSD parallel and perpendicular toBiophysical Journal 107(5) 1054–1064the channel (data not shown), with the parallel component
showing values ~1.4 times as large as the perpendicular
component, albeit at the same slope. No such effect is pre-
sent in the resting case. This effect is small and both hard
to grasp as well as hard to separate from possible artifacts
in the centering algorithm. However, the calculated two-
dimensional MSD revealed clear differences between the
flowing and resting cases (see the log-log plot in Fig. 7
B). In the long-timescale and -length-scale regime, which
describes cell displacement over more than one cell length,
only the MSD scaling under flow showed a slope close to
one. In contrast, the MSD for cells in confluent monolayers
exhibited subdiffusive behavior and did not significantly
exceed the area of a single cell. This implies that in resting
tissue, single cells are caged at a length scale of a cell body
length, and local cell swaps or cell translocations across the
next neighbors rarely occur. In flowing tissue, however,
there seems to be sufficient tissue remodeling to allow sin-
gle cells to carry out effectively random walks exceeding
several cell body lengths. It is worthwhile to note here
that the self-diffusion constant Dflow ¼ 25.3 5 0.1 mm2/h,
which we extracted from single-cell tracking, is in good
agreement with the self-diffusion constant obtained from
the dynamic structure factor of a velocity field in an
MDCK monolayer (13).CONCLUSIONS
Whether or not collective cell migration should be consid-
ered as a cellular flow depends largely on whether a
phenomenological transport theory is capable of describing
experimentally observed features of the phenomenon.
Although conventional cell migration experiments are not
tailored to quantitatively probe cell flow, novel microstruc-
turing techniques allow the design of artificial environments
to corroborate the concept of cellular hydrodynamics. In
particular, one can create defined boundary conditions by
using microstructured surfaces that confine cell migration
to defined geometries. In this study, we investigated the
flow field of MDKC cells advancing through microfabri-
cated channels with side walls made of the cell-repellent
polymer PEG-DMA on a petri dish surface. In this setting,
which resembles a classical pipe-flow experiment, we found
defined characteristics in the long-term flow profile and
short-range dynamics. The current exhibited a velocity
gradient in the direction of flow and a flat plug-flow-like
profile across the channel. At the channel walls, however,
a short-reaching velocity decay over only approximately
two cell layers was found. In the direction of flow, the
cell-density profile could be approximately described by
the Fisher-Kolmogorov equation, invoking an effective col-
lective diffusion constant of Dc z 1200 mm
2/h and a con-
stant directed migration velocity of 9 mm/h. The nature of
the macroscopic diffusive transport will remain unclear until
the underlying mesoscopic mechanisms are uncovered. In
Channel-Guided Cell Migration 1063solid matter, single-atom diffusion is typically faster than
collective diffusion. In contrast, here we found that rates
of single-cell self-diffusion were lower than the observed
long-range effective diffusion by two orders of magnitude.
Moreover, as seen in our experiments, the tendency to
follow a density gradient was strongly perturbed by active
local cell motion, including the formation of spontaneous
swirls. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to assume
a gradient-sensing mechanism. In the MDCK monolayer,
a 2.5% relative change in cell density would need to be
sensed over a distance equivalent to the length of a typical
cell body. Hence, mechanisms that extend the action over
larger distances are needed. It is likely that the correlated
(but at large scales random) active migration accounts for
the balancing of cell-density gradients by diffusion. The co-
ordinated migration exhibited a length scale lc ¼ 80 mm and
a timescale tc ¼ 1.1 h. If we consider these bursts of collec-
tive motion as an effective displacement of cell mass over
distance lc, then random bursts will yield diffusive transport
with Drb ¼ l2c=4tc ¼ 1500 mm2=h, which is in good agree-
ment with the measured collective diffusion constant Dc ¼
1200 mm2/h. Hence, collective migration provides a plau-
sible mechanism that evens out cell-density gradients at
large scales. A second hint of a role for active coordinated
noise in diffusive transport is given by the fact that the fre-
quency and strength of vorticity decreased under flow,
whereas the MSD of single cells increased. An increasing
MSD under flow is well known in colloidal systems that
show shear thinning (34). In a simplified view, cages that
restrict single-cell diffusion are broken up under flow condi-
tions. Likewise, collective rotational cell migration in the
resting confluent state is nondirectional and does not require
freely accessible space. Under flow, these vortices might
break out and evolve into advances of coordinated direc-
tional cell migration. Note that the disappearance of vortices
and the emergence of modes of directed contraction-relaxa-
tion-based migration were also described by Vedula et al.
(29) in the case of strips that were narrower than the corre-
lation length. Taken together, our experiments support the
notion that a hydrodynamic description of cellular matter
has two contributions, a constant drift term and a diffu-
sion-mediated component, as given by the Fisher-Kolmo-
gorov equation and in accord with the expansion of
epithelial monolayers under confinement at large length
scales and timescales. It appears that diffusion-mediated
transport is promoted by active collective dynamics, which
is driven by short-scaled bursts of coordinated migration
with length scale lc, rather than single-cell motion.
To gain a mechanistic understanding of both the directed
motion and the effective diffusive component in cell migra-
tion, researchers are currently developing agent-based
models (12,29). As shown by Vedula et al. (29), channel-
guided flow can also be simulated. It remains to be shown
whether such models can reproduce the observed macro-
scopic drift as well as an effective diffusion-mediatedcontribution. The occurrence of drift is possible in cell
flow, since the system is active and symmetry is broken by
geometry and the presence of flow in one direction.
Conceivably, this mechanism is similar to the mechanism
that causes collective migration in circular discs where there
are no leading edges, as observed by Doxzen et al. (12). In
channel flow, a polarization of the cell sheet might be
induced such that overall, despite random fluctuations, a
small collective polarization in the direction of the channel
remains. Such simulations might also exhibit diffusive
behavior at large scales, as much of the collective behavior
would be randomized beyond the typical correlation length
lc, and correlation time, tc. In contrast, a description at
length scales shorter than lc (e.g., as found in narrow chan-
nels or fibers) requires refined kinetic agent-based modeling
of active motion. Here, the particular features of cell-cell
coupling and individual cell dynamics would play a more
important role. Migration studies in defined geometries,
together with a theory of active cellular flow, provide a
framework for quantitative studies on collective cell motion,
a phenomenon that is instrumental in underpinning multi-
cellular dynamics and structure formation in biology.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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